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Abst ract - -We explore the use of variational grid-generation to perform alignment of a grid with a 
given vector field. Variational methods have proven to be a powerful class of grid-generators, but when 
they are used in alignment, difficulties may arise in treating boundaries due to an incompatibility 
between geometry and vector field. In this paper, a refinement of the procedure of iterating boundary 
values is presented. It allows one to control the quality of the grid in the face of the above-mentioned 
incompatibility. This procedure may be incorporated into any variational alignment algorithm. We 
demonstrate i ts use  with respect to a new quasi-variational alignment method having a particularly 
simple structure. The latter method is comparable to Knupp's method (see [1]), but avoids use of 
the Winslow equations. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper,  we descr ibe a var iat ional  version of a gr id-generat ion a lgor i thm for comput ing 
an orthogonal  coordinate system which is al igned with a two-dimensional  vector field. Our  
init ial  mot ivat ion in studying al ignment arose from benefits obta ined in the numerical  solut ion 
of advect ion diffusion equations when the vector field associated with a flow velocity is al igned 
with the computat iona l  grid. 
A number of reports  on var iat ional  schemes for the al ignment problem [1-3] have appeared  in 
recent years. The general consensus among these studies is that  a l ignment can be incorporated 
into a var iat ional  f ramework with considerable success in certain special cases. However, l i tt le 
has been said about  strategies for deal ing with difficulties related to the i l l -posedness which may 
exist for this approach. The i l l -posedness we refer to is the fact that  for a given physical  geometry  
and an arb i t rary  vector field, t rue al ignment is not compat ib le with arb i t rary  specif ication of a 
logical geometry. 
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We consider the grid generation problem as one of mapping a logical (s, t) region to a physical 
(x, y) region, as shown in Figure 1. The physical region is given along with a physical problem 
(a partial differential equation) that one wants to solve. The logical domain on the other hand 
is selected in order to facilitate computation of, first, a grid, and second, a solution to a logical 
version of the physical problem. \The grid establishes a mapping between physical and logical 
domains, then one may consider solving an equivalent version of the physical problem but on a 
domain (the logical region) with a geometry that is amenable to standard solution techniques for 
partial differential equations. 
Usually the logical region is taken to be a square or rectangle, since this simplifies both parts of 
the required computation. In the case of an alignment problem, such a choice may be incompatible 
with the alignment requirement. If the vector field aligns nicely with the (s, t) coordinate system 
near the boundary (as is the case in [2], for instance), then the mapping may be successful. On 
the other hand, consider the case where the physical domain is itself a square but the vector field 
is nearly a 45 ° rotation of the (s, t) coordinate system. The desired physical grid for such a case 
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is shown in Figure 2. The mapping of this grid to the (s, t) coordinate system is shown in Figure 3. 
The result can be imbedded easily in an (s, t) rectangle, but it would be difficult o compute such 
an imbedded grid using a variational method. Instead, the grid in this example was computed 
using the hyperbolic algorithm of [4]. 
This problem can be viewed as an incompatibility between the vector field and the chosen 
logical geometry; it is not addressed in [3] or [2]. In the former, alignment is done for a rigid 
rotation where the amount of rotation is sufficiently small that use of the usual rectangle in logical 
space is appropriate. In the latter, favorable directionality ofthe vector field near boundaries Mso 
makes this choice appropriate. These studies do show that alignment can be achieved using the 
variational approach and that computational gains can be made by using the resulting rids in 
solving real physical problems. Furthermore, it would not be easy to use the hyperbolic algorithm 
of [4] for a flow as in [2] without decomposing the domain into regions which satisfy appropriate 
inflow/outflow conditions. It begins to become clear that in various situations, fundamentally 
different approaches to alignment may be required. In this paper, we explore the variational 
approach and describe a strategy for dealing with situations of incompatibility. 
A note on terminology: use of the term variational here refers broadly to grid-generation 
schemes which may be derived using a variational principle; this includes the class of elliptic 
generators. We include as well the inverse mappings which are derived from elliptic operators. 
Indeed, the term elliptic might well have been used instead. It conveys the appropriate sense 
of methods which obtain a grid through solution of a boundary value problem. The particular 
method of grid-generation used in this paper is readily described as an elliptic generator, although 
it was originally derived using variational considerations (in particular, the direct optimization 
method of [3,4]). It originated in an attempt o obtain a simple, discrete analogue of Knupp's 
method [1] (the method finally arrived at is different from Knupp's--see below). Although we 
adhere to this method in the paper, much of what is established here for it applies directly to the 
other variational alignment methods represented in the references. In particular, the technique of 
iterating boundary conditions along with our refinements of this technique apply quite generally. 
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One advantage ofthe method used here is its similarity to the length functional used in direct 
optimization (see [5]), This implies that techniques derived to control grid properties for the 
latter can be used for this method as well. An example of this will be given in the next section. 
2. A QUASI-VARIATIONAL SCHEME 
For a given vector field (a, b), the hyperbolic method of [4] attempts a mapping from logical 
space (s and t) to physical space (x and y) by integrating a variant of the system 
Xs = 5, x t  = -8, (2.1) 
Y8 = [~, Yt =- ft. 
Here, hats denote scaling of the vector field by (a 2 A- b2) I/~ (notice that this normalization is 
different from the scaling ultimately used in [4]--normalization turns out to be more convenient 
in the present context). 
We note that an approach based directly on (2.1) must differ significantly from a variational 
one due to the fact that variational schemes tend to give rise to boundary value problems. An 
approach based on (2.1) would produce amapping from logical (s, t) space to physical (x, y) space 
by integrating along characteristics, i.e., by solving a series of initial value problems. Instead, the 
scheme we propose can be derived readily by replacing (2.1) by the weak form 
- (x ,8 + z t , )  =/~t  - as,  
+ y , , )  = - + , 
\ / 
(2.2) 
and augmenting the quasi-linear elliptic system with appropriate boundary values. As mentioned 
above, a standard approach with variational schemes i to choose boundary values in accordance 
with the use of a simple canonical geometry in logical space. With respect to computing solutions 
of elliptic partial differential equations, an attractive choice is the unit square. Now suppose 
that the physical domain (where one desires the solution of a convection diffusion equation, for 
instance) is itself the unit square. Then the problem to be considered is that of mapping the unit 
square to itself, subject o alignment of the grid with a given vector field. To obtain a grid, one 
discretizes (2.2) using standard finite differences ( ee below). 
Readers familiar with the various variational alignment methods will notice a resemblance 
between the above method and that described in [1]. We pause here to distinguish the methods. 
Suppose we write (2.1) as the matrix equation J = T. The method in [1] is based on the functional 
Z(x ,y )  = I I J - '  - T - ' r l  (2.3) 
which has Euler-Lagrange equations 
- ( sxx  + syy) = - (ax +4)  , 
- (tx~ + ty~,) = ~ - ay. 
(2.4) 
Notice that this determines a mapping 12 --+ O. To get a mapping from logical to physical 
spaces, Winslow's inversion strategy isapplied and ultimately one arrives at a system of the form 
where 
g22Xss - 2g12Xst + g l lX t t  = - v / -g JW,  
(s;21)~ y, (s22)~ z~ (s2~)t y, + (s22) t  z~ ' 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
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G = IJ  -1 - SI 2, v~ is the cell volume, and S = T -1, (see [1]). We note that the method in [1] 
allows for weighting of the columns of T, so that the initial system there is similar to [4, (1.3)], 
which was adopted irectly from [7]. 
Although this is a viable strategy, it does have the drawbacks associated with the Winslow 
generator: coupling of the equations along with their nonlinearity complicate the procedure for 
solving the equations. We prefer to avoid the various inversions involved here by using the more 
direct formulation described above. As a result, the final system is uncoupled and the nonlinearity 
is restricted to the right-hand side. Another reason for our preferring this strategy is that the 
resulting functional is compatible with the length functional of direct optimization. This means 
that various strategies designed to enhance control for the length functional can also be used for 
the alignment functional. These strategies, which were developed to increase the robustness of 
length functional, are described in [6]. An example of one of these strategies i given below. 
To proceed, we need to address the issue of assigning boundary values to the mapping. This 
requires ome special consideration. As pointed out in [3], a difficulty associated with obtaining 
aligned grids via the minimization of functionals associated with the variational approach is that 
for a given specification of boundary values, poor alignment may result due to the phenomenon 
of "locking" of interior nodes. Indeed, consider the case of a constant vector field and the identity 
relation as a mapping between physical and logical boundaries. One easily verifies that, subject 
to these conditions, the identity mapping also satisfies (2.2) for all interior points. An alternative 
is to consider mixed boundary conditions which allow for points to slide along the boundaries in 
accordance with alignment. However, due to considerations of well-posedness, such an approach 
requires pecification of certain boundary values, which naturally takes place at the corners of 
the domains. Our experience with this approach is that alignment is again limited, especially 
in the case where the vector field has a strong rotational element (e.g., if a ~ b). The other 
alternative, which was suggested in [3], is to iterate boundary values. Our implementation f this 
approach begins with an initial grid interpolated bilinearly (see [8]) from the identity relation 
at the boundaries. From this grid and each successive one, Dirichlet values are obtained for the 
next mapping by linearly projecting near-boundary physical nodes (ones with logical connections 
to the boundary) to the boundary along characteristics a sociated with the vector field. For the 
variational scheme, some flexibility has been added. We will see shortly that for flows which 
do not conform to the boundary in a favorable way, it is important o have additional control 
over the mapping for the grid in such regions. To get this control, the direction in which near- 
boundary nodes are projected to the boundary is taken to be a combination of the normal 
direction associated with the boundary and a component of the vector field. 
Consider the near-boundary node shown in Figure 4, which has a connection to the physical 
boundary in the s-direction. 
i=~ 
J 
Y 
Figure 4. Directions associated with a near-boundary node. 
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Let i be the unit normal vector and v = (5, b) -r. Then for our method, projection to the 
boundary is done in the direction 
w ~ I I * l l  ' w = ~i ÷ (1 - ~)v, (2 .7 )  
for some value of a E [0, 1]. 
Successive iterations of our mapping require solution of the following discrete quations for (2.2) 
subject o iterated boundary conditions: 
- -02X i , j _ l  -- X i _ l ,  j q- EXi,  j -- Xi+l,  j -- 02Xi , j+l  -~ Vii , (2.s) 
h~ (a (x iT l , j ,  Yi+l,j ) - 5(xi -  1,j, Yi- 1,j )) 
v~j = 2 
hsO(b(x i , j+ l ,  Y i , j+l  ) -- b (x i , j - l ,  Y i , j -1 )  ) 
2 
(2.9) 
- -02y i , j -1  -- Y i - l , j  -1- EYi , j  -- Yi+l, j  -- 02yi , j+l  = Wi j ,  (2.10) 
hs(b(xi+ld, Yi+l , j )  -- b (X i - l , j ,  Y i - l , j )  ) 
Wij  = 2 
+ hsO(a(xi,j+l, Yi,j+l) -- ~t (x i , j -1 ,  Y i , j -1 ) )  (2.11) 
2 
Here, lexicographical ordering is used with 1 < i < ns, 1 <_ j < nt, hs = 1/ (ns-1) ,  ht = 1/ (nt -1) ,  
0 = hs/ht,  and E = -2(1 + 0). 
Let z = (x, y)-7 and write this system in matrix notation as 
[A011 A022] [y]  [ v(x,y) 
= [w(x, y)]  
or 
Az = f(z). 
Then Newton's method for (2.13) has the form 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
Zn+l -- Zn -- J (Zn) -1 (Azn - f (zn)), (2.14) 
where J(.) is the Jacobian for F(z) = Az - f(z). Notice that 
[ Jll J12 ] (2.15) 
J = [ J~  J22J'  
where J l l  and J22 are five-point nearest neighbor stencils and J12 is a similar four-point stencil. 
For efficiency in the required inversions, we consider a truncated Newton's method, 
Zn+l = Zn -- J(Zn) -1 (Azn - f  (Zn)), (2.16) 
which uses 
J22 " (2.17) 
The stencil for Jll is equal to that of All plus a five-point stencil with horizontal and vertical 
components given by 
[ax ( X i -  x,j, Y i -  l , j  ) , 0, --(~x ( XiW l , j ,  Yi+ l, j  )] • hs 
2 (2.18) 
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and 
2 , (2.19) 
respectively. One recognizes the result as (approximately) the centered ifference approximation 
to the operator 
Lu  = -Au  + ixUx - [Jxuy. (2.20) 
A similar result holds for J22. With respect o numerical inversion, the Jii may be considered 
perturbations of the matrices Aii; multigrid may be used to invert them very efficiently. Other 
possibilities for truncated methods include approximate inversion of J using accelerated block- 
Jacobi or Gauss-Seidel methods. Each step of the latter again only requires inversion of the 
matrix J. With respect o these methods, we point out that J12 has a stencil with components 
similar to (2.18) and (2.19), so that this matrix is singular or nearly singular. In practice, we have 
also found that there may be some advantage to updating boundary values periodically after a 
prescribed number of Newton iterates, rather than at the termination of the Newton iteration. 
3. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
To demonstrate he effect of this mapping, we consider two examples, beginning with the 
streamlines shown in Figure 5. The normalized vector field for this example is given by 
~(x,  y) = y . (y2 + lr 2 sin 2 (21rx)) -1/~ , (3.1) 
b(x, y) = - r  sin(21rx) •(y2 + 7r2 sin s (2rx))-1/2 (3.2) 
on the region [1/5, 4/5] × [1/2, 2]. It takes little intuition to see that in this example, there will 
be problems with alignment near the horizontal boundaries. A set of grids which are solutions of 
(2.8)-(2.11) for this vector field is pictured in the figures, the various grids differing, essentially, 
in the treatment used at the boundaries. Figure 6 shows the case where projection to boundaries 
is defined solely in terms of the vector field. The grid has good alignment, but also has an 
undesirable spacing of points near the south and north boundaries. One remedy is to simply 
fix boundary points. Suppose we do this, using a uniform distribution of points at the south 
boundary. Then we get the grid of Figure 7 with improved spacing at the cost of alignment in the 
corners. Better esults can be obtained by using the strategy described above that of combining 
normal boundary conditions with the field conditions. The result of using (2.7) with c~ = .9 at 
north and south boundaries i shown in Figure 8. Finally, the grid of Figure 9 uses this same 
strategy for iterating boundaries, along with an auxiliary technique to remedy the compression i
cells areas near the south boundary. This technique, which is motivated and described in detail 
in [6], combines (locally) the right-hand side of the linear system (2.13) with the right-hand side 
obtained by applying the operator of that equation to the bilinear interpolant for this problem. 
This technique was developed to control folding associated with elliptic generators on nonconvex 
regions, though it is clearly applicable in other contexts. For the problem at hand, implementation 
of this technique is trivial since it amounts to a mere scaling of the right-hand side of (2.13) for 
some of the equations associated with nodes near the center of the south boundary. Figures 10 
and 11 show the streamlines of Figure 5 superimposed onthe first and final grids here. 
Both of the special techniques used here for controlling rid quality can be represented in com- 
puter code as parameters which allow the user a simple interface. In addition, the strategy of 
iterating boundary values combined with the refined projection technique described here can be 
applied to the other existing variational alignment schemes. This approach is attractive because 
treatment of boundaries i separated from the main grid-generation algorithm; the latter can al- 
ways be applied with specified boundary values, allowing for standardization f this computation. 
Boundary values can then be updated by a call to a simple procedure for the projections. 
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We proceed now to what is in some sense a more demanding test of variational alignment, a
purely rigid rotation of 45 ° on the unit square. Although the streamlines are more well behaved 
than those of the previous example, the vector field's nontrivial rotational component tends to 
be highly incompatible with the physical geometry. The reader should note the similarity with 
the example of an almost rigid rotation presented in Section 1. In that example, the hyperbolic 
method was able to compensate for the noted incompatibility by determining an appropriate 
logical geometry in the course of computing the mapping. In terms of the singularly perturbed 
convection-diffusion equation, this choice of vector field corresponds to a problem 
+ aux(x ,y)  + bu (z,y) = (3.3) 
with constant flow velocity, (a, b) = (1, 1). As done in [4] hyperbolic algorithm, we will use con- 
siderations associated with the numerical solution of the hosted equation for (3.3) as a means for 
judging efficacy of the alignment method. These considerations consist of accuracy of computed 
solutions, along with ease of computation of these solutions as e decreases. Notice that when 
true alignment is performed, the resulting hosted equation has advection in a single coordinate 
direction. Therefore, for small e, line relaxation should be an effective multigrid smoother for 
the linear system associated with this equation (see [9] for an analysis). Excellent results with 
v 
\ / 
Figure 5. Streamlines for first alignment example. 
Figure 6. Grid with projection to boundaries solely in terms of vector field. 
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Figure 8. 
values. 
Figure 7. Grid with equidistribution at south boundary. 
Grid with boundaries determined by combination of field and normal 
Figure 9. Grid with correction of cell areas near south boundary. 
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Figure 10. Streamlines superimposed on initial grid. 
Figure 11. Streamlines superimposed on final grid. 
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respect o these criteria were obtained in [4] for the hyperbolic algorithm applied to the similar 
flow in Figure 1. 
We remark that since the vector field is constant here, system (2.13) is linear and Newton's 
method for the grid (which in our implementation reduces to the solution of a Poisson equation by 
multigrid) converges in one step. Solutions for 17 × 17 and 33 × 33 grids are shown in Figures 12 
and 13. Iteration of boundaries was used with a = 0 in (2.7). Excellent alignment is achieved 
in the interior of the mesh, while extreme degradation in alignment occurs at the corners. The 
latter phenomenon becomes more pronounced as the grid is refined. This bodes poorly for the 
notion that line relaxation will work well on the hosted equation (it will have significant advection 
terms in both coordinate directions in these areas). 
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Figure 12. Grid for vector field given by rigid rotation. 
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Figure 13. Refined grid for a rigid rotation. 
One point that is not apparent from the pictures is that corners of the mapping have been 
lost: projecting from interior nodes in the logical coordinate directions to the boundaries provides 
physical boundary values for all nodes except the (logical) corners. We mentioned earlier that 
there exists an underlying variational principle for this generator. To recover the corner values 
once the other grid values have been established, one can refer to this variational principle. Take, 
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for example, the value of x at the southwest corner. The discrete variational principle (whose 
connection to (2.1) is transparent) says we should minimize 
giving 
^ 2 
F (Xl l )  ~ (x21 - Xl l  - hsal l )2-{- (X l2 -  X l l  -~- h tb l l )  , (3.4) 
x21 + x12 + htbll - hs(~11) 
Xl l  = 
2 
since a and b are constants here. The value for Yn and values at the other corners can be obtained 
similarly. 
For the pictured grids (and on coarse grids injected from these), we have discretized (3.3) with 
e = 10 -2 using the method of [10]. Block-Jacobi iteration with weighting was used as a smoother 
in multigrid to solve the linear systems. Average v-cycle rates were computed over the number 
of iterations needed to reduce the norm of the initial residual by a factor of 10 -7, taking zero 
as the initial guess. Rates of .074 and .105 were obtained for the 17 × 17 and 33 x 33 problems, 
respectively, which are respectable v-cycle rates. However, the maximum error was .0008 and 
.000396, respectively, for the two grids, indicating mere first-order convergence. Furthermore, if e 
is decreased to 10 -3, then multigrid fails due to nonconvergence of the block-Jacobi iteration. 
The motivation for doing alignment has been lost. 
Presumably, the problem with accuracy is caused by the extreme compression i cells at the 
midpoints of the boundaries. This compression can be fixed by using one of the techniques that 
was used for the first example, but this will also a cause a degradation i alignment. Therefore, 
we would expect even worse convergence rates for the iterative method. Apparently , both criteria 
cannot be satisfied simultaneously. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
We introduced a simple elliptic grid-generator f r the alignment problem with behavior which is 
representative of the class of variational generators. Some examples show that this generator gives 
good alignment, with the caveat hat the geometry of the physical domain must be conducive to 
alignment. Generally, special care must be taken with the mapping near boundaries. We refined 
the procedure of iterating boundaries introduced in [3] to include weighting of the trajectories 
used to project interior nodes. This procedure is independent of the equation being solved (or 
functional being minimized) and can be used in conjunction with any variational alignment 
scheme. 
We also introduced an example of a strong rotation to emphasize the fact that the context in 
which alignment is being performed may be inappropriate for variational grid-generation in that 
little computational advantage may be gained by performing the change of coordinates. 
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